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ABSTRACT
A prerequisite for the formation of stars and planetary systems is that angular
momentum is transported in some way from the inner regions of the accretion
disc. Tidal effects may play an important part in this angular momentum trans-
port. Here the angular momentum transfer in an star-disc encounter is investi-
gated numerically for a variety of encounter parameters in the case of low mass
discs. Although good agreement is found with analytical results for the entire
disc, the loss inside the disc can be up to an order of magnitude higher than
previously assumed. The differences in angular momentum transport by secon-
daries on a hyperbolic, parabolic and elliptical path are shown, and it is found
that a succession of distant encounters might be equally, if not more, successful
in removing angular momentum than single close encounter.
Subject headings: Accretion discs - circumstellar matter - angular momentum
1. Introduction
The question of angular momentum transport in accretion discs is a long standing
problem in the theory of star-formation (Mestel (1965); Spitzer (1968)). The typical observed
angular momentum of the cloud cores from which the stars develop is about three orders of
magnitude larger than the maximum that can be contained in a single star (Bodenheimer
(1995)). Many different processes have been suggested as potential candidates for angular
momentum transport and a detailed review of the history and current state of the angular
momentum problem has recently been made by Larson (2002). The most favoured processes
for angular momentum transfer are viscous torques (Shu et al (1987); Papaloizou & Lin
(1995); Stahler (2000); Stone et al. (2000)), turbulent effects (Klahr & Bodenheimer (2003)),
magnetic fields (Balbus&Hawley (2002)), change of orbital motion of multiple star systems
(Mestel (1965); Mouschovias (1977); Larson (2002)) and tidal torques within the disc. There
are strong indications that transport processes alone are not sufficient by themselves to
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solve the angular momentum problem (Adams&Lin (1993); Bodenheimer (1995); Stahler
(2000); Stone et al. (2000); Gammie (2001)), and additional mechanisms such as tidal effects
combined with gravitational torques are thought to play an important role, especially in
binary and multiple systems (Larson (2002)).
In this paper, tidal effects for encounters between a disc-surrounded primary star and a
secondary star will be studied in detail. One could argue that collision rates determined from
observed number densities and velocity dispersions are rather low and that collisions are too
rare to play a major role in angular momentum transport. However, numerical simulations
of the fragmentation of molecular clouds produce many examples of interactions between
fragments with disk-like structures (Bate et al. (2002)). This leads to the conclusion that
encounters might be important in the early epochs of star formation.
There have been earlier investigations of angular momentum transport in star-disc en-
counters employing both analytical and numerical methods, but they were either limited to
distant encounters (Ostriker (1994); Larwood (1997)) or studied different aspects of such
encounters (Heller (1995); Boffin et al. (1998); Pfalzner (2003)). Since Ostriker’s analytical
investigation was restricted to linear perturbation theory, it was naturally confined to distant
parabolic encounters only. Ostriker defines the limit where perturbation theory breaks down
at rperi > 2rdisc, whereas Hall et al. (1996) set this at rperi > 4rdisc. Hall et al. performed
restricted three-body calculations in an investigation of the angular momentum transfer in
close encounters treating prograde and retrograde, close and penetrating as well as coplanar
and non-coplanar cases at different inclinations. As these simulations are computationally
time-intensive, they only calculated one single encounter on a parabolic orbit for each of
these cases. Hall et al. (1996) also find that energy and angular momentum transfer are
dominated by material that becomes unbound, the only exception being prograde encoun-
ters, where the angular momentum transfer is dominated by material remaining bound to
the primary.
It is these prograde, coplanar encounters that will be investigated here, in particular
how the angular momentum transfer depends on the encounter parameters. A systematic
study will be presented for low mass discs only, where simple N-body simulations suffice,
and hydrodynamic effects and self-gravity within the disc can be largely neglected (Pfalzner
(2003)). It will be demonstrated that, at least for distant encounters, it is predominantly the
outside of the disc which is involved in the angular momentum transport; hydrodynamical
effects come into play mainly at the center of the disc where temperature and density are
the highest. Future work will address high mass discs, with special emphasis on the effects
of self-gravity on the angular momentum transport.
It is found that for distant encounters, the numerical results agree with the analyti-
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cal results by Ostriker (1994), but that considerable differences (up to nearly a factor of
3 in the cases considered) exist for close encounters. First, the dependence of the angu-
lar momentum transfer on the radial distance from the primary star is more complex than
previously assumed. Second, the angular momentum transport differs significantly in hyper-
bolic, parabolic and elliptical cases. Third, it is found that successive encounters may lead
to far greater angular momentum reductions than previously thought. In the case-study
investigated here, it increased the angular momentum loss by a factor 1.4.
2. Numerical method and initial conditions
The disc surrounding the star is simulated using pseudoparticles as tracers of the ob-
served dust. These test particles feel the force of the two stars and vice-versa, thus going
beyond restricted 3-body simulations. Interactions among the disc particles themselves are
neglected, which is a valid simplification for the low-mass discs (ms ≪ md) treated here,
as demonstrated by Pfalzner (2003). The simulations trace the path of the test particles
using a fifth-order Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integrator with variable timestep. The numerical
method is described in detail in Pfalzner (2003).
The mass of the central star Mp is 1 M⊙ in all simulations and located initially in the
centre of the disc at the coordinates (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0). It is allowed to move freely at
later times. The mass of the secondary star varies between Ms = 0.1M⊙ and 1.5M⊙. The
periastron of the encounters is chosen between 100 and 450 AU. Since the disc surrounding
the primary star extends to rd = 100 AU, this covers the parameter space from distant to
grazing encounters but excludes disc penetration.
The density distribution in the disc given by
ρ(r, z) = ρ0(r) exp
(
−
z2
2H(r)2
)
, (1)
where H(r) is the local vertical half-thickness of the disc, which depends on the temperature,
and ρ0(r) is the mid-plane density. All simulations presented have used 10 000 simulation
particles. However, some additional test calculations with 50 000 particles were performed
(not included in the table). Because no real differences to the simulations with 10 000
particles were found, it was concluded that 10 000 particles are sufficient to understand the
global scaling of angular momentum transfer with interaction parameters. However, it should
be pointed out that for more distant encounters, the error bar in the angular momentum
change is larger for 10 000 particles than 50 000 because of the reduced resolution at the
outer edge.
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The disc mass is mdisc = 0.001 M⊙. A gap of 10 AU between the star and the inner
edge of the disc has been assumed in order to save computer time and to avoid additional
complex calculation of direct star/disc interactions.
To a first approximation the results can be generalized to larger disc sizes, since the
disc mass is very small and the effects of the disc particles on the stars very limited. The
same holds for the density distribution: the results can to converted to an arbitrary density
profile Θ(r) by simple multiplication with Θ(r)/Θ−1(r)2πr∆r, where ∆r is the radial extent
of each annulus of material and Θ−1(r) the 1/r-density profile used in above simulations.
3. Angular momentum transfer in encounter
3.1. Radial dependence
Fig. 1a) shows a typical example of the change of the angular momentum per particle
(or per mass unit: these are equivalent in this case, since all simulation particles are of equal
mass) as a function of the distance from the central star in one of our simulations. Outside
the original disc radius (100AU) only a gain in angular momentum can occur, since there
were obviously no particles in this region before the encounter. Inside this initial radius
there is a broad region where each particle loses angular momentum and still further inside
is a small region where angular momentum is gained (but to a much lesser extent). Close
to the central star (not shown here) the angular momentum remains unaltered. Apparently
the inner angular momentum gain has not been seen previously: its physical origin remains
yet to be determined.
The change of angular momentum of the disc is usually measured by summing over all
particles still bound to the central star after the encounter. Although the gain of angular
momentum per particle outside the initial disc radius is larger than the loss inside, the total
amounts to a loss of angular momentum in the disc, since there are many more particles
inside the disc than outside (see Fig. 1b)).
Summing over all bound particles - as is usually done - might therefore not be appro-
priate, given that the problem at hand is how to lose angular momentum from the central
region of the disc. The particles outside the original disc do not really figure in this process,
apart from compensating to some degree for the loss in the more central areas of the disc
by their angular momentum gain. Simulations show that the largest decrease of angular
momentum occurs integrating up the original disc size (in this case 100 AU), for smaller or
larger radii the loss is less marked. Therefore in this paper the change of angular momentum
within the original disc size of 100AU will be taken as the figure of merit; the change in the
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entire disc will only be used when comparing to previous work.
The encounter parameters mass and periastron significantly change the part of the
disc which is affect most in terms of angular momentum change. A higher mass or closer
periastron of the secondary results in effecting regions further inside the disc. By contrast,
altering the velocity changes the amount rather than the location of angular momentum
transfer, (see Fig. 2).
3.2. Temporal development
The temporal development of the angular momentum during the encounter can be seen
in Fig 3 - a) shows this for the angular momentum contained within the original 100AU sized
disc and b) includes all particles still bound to the central star. For the latter the angular
momentum initially increases due to the particles accelerated out of the disc and then drops
when these particles become unbound.
Turning now to Fig 3 a) it can be seen that the angular momentum within the original
disc radius decreases, reaches a minimum and thereafter settles at a nearly constant value
somewhat lower than the initial angular momentum. It is this difference between the angular
momentum before and after the encounter which will now be considered in more detail.
3.3. Dependence on encounter parameters
First the simulation results are compared with the analytical result of Ostriker devel-
oped for distant parabolic encountersOstriker (1994). This result is complex and requires
numerical integration, so that only values for the case m1 = m2 = 1 M⊙ and md = 0.5M⊙
with a surface mass distribution ∼ r−1 are available for comparison. If we use such a mass
distribution in a simulation it is usually unstable for such a high disc mass, and the steady
state solution tends to differ significantly from the distribution used in the analytical calcu-
lation. Therefore, we use a lower disc mass and balance it out with a higher central mass.
For distant encounters the actual path of the secondary is not much altered by the extended
mass around the primary. In addition, Ostriker presented the angular momentum change
averaged over all possible encounter angles between the disc and the perturber path. Here
the Ostriker results are modified for coplanar encounters only which gives about a factor
of 3 higher angular momentum transfer.In these simulations the entire extended disc was
included, so as to match Ostriker’s integration over wave numbers.
The comparison between the analytical results by Ostriker and the simulation results
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in Fig.4 show very good agreement for encounters more distant than rperi > 4rd. In this
limit one can approximate the angular momentum change in the entire disc by simplifying
Ostriker’s result for low mass discs to:
∆J ∼ π2
4GM2s
5Mp
σ(rd) exp
[
C
rperi
rd
]
(2)
where C = 9 · 25/2/Ω(rd). The dependence on σ(rd) and Ω(rd) directly shows its limitations
to processes where the outer regions of the disc are predominant. For closer encounters this
relation no longer holds.
For rperi > 2rd the general trend between the analytical approximation and the full
numerical treatment is similar, but a quantitative relative difference of up to 30 per cent
is found. For rperi < 2rd the results deviate considerably, whereby the analytical results
overestimate the angular momentum transport by up to a factor of 3.
As argued previously when considering angular momentum loss, it seems more appro-
priate just to consider the area of the original disc before the encounter. The relative angular
momentum loss within this region is much higher, as illustrated by the dash-dotted line in
Fig.4. The relative difference is more pronounced for distant encounters, in which case the
loss of angular momentum could be underestimated by a factor of 10 or more. For distant
encounters the relation ∆J ∼ exp
[
C2
rperi
rd
]
should still hold, but the actual dependencies of
C2 still need to be determined.
In order to determine some general trends in angular momentum transport in close
star-disc encounters, over 60 simulations were performed for various masses, velocities and
periastrons of the secondary star. This is the first (although still limited) N-body parameter
study of the angular momentum transfer in such encounters. The results of these simulations
are summarized in Fig. 5 and Table ??. Obviously the angular momentum change will be
greater if the interaction is stronger - meaning an encounter with i) a higher mass or ii) a
lower relative velocity of the secondary or iii) a closer periastron. All these encounters were
on hyperbolic orbits, and therefore the interaction time was relatively short. Nevertheless,
up to 40 per cent loss of angular momentum (within 100 AU) was measured for the strongest
interactions.
It can be seen that a power law dependence v−a on the velocity of the secondary star
can be expected (a = 1.168± 0.03 for original disc and (a = 2.45± 0.05), but more complex
dependencies on the mass and periastron of the secondary are found - Fig.5.
Fig.5c) also shows a comparison between the angular momentum loss within rdisc=100AU
and the entire disc, as discussed earlier. It can be seen that the relative difference between
these curves grows with decreasing encounter strength: for weak encounters, the transferred
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momentum can be underestimated by a factor 10 or more.
3.4. Orbit type of secondary star
It has been argued that as binary or multiple systems form, a much larger loss of angular
momentum can be expected in the disc - Larson (2002). In Fig. 6 the temporal development
of the angular momentum change for different hyperbolic, parabolic and elliptic orbits are
compared. It seems that for all cases - apart from the hyperbolic cases with large ǫ - the
immediate effect of the encounter is a drop in angular momentum by a fixed amount(small
differences in this first minimum result from slight deviations in the periastron).
For strongly hyperbolic encounters with large ǫ, the interaction time is too short to
change the angular momentum to its full extent. The angular momentum drops to a min-
imum, increases slightly, oscillates for some time, and eventually settles down to a fairly
constant value. The drop is obvious and the slight increase and following oscillations can be
explained by the changed orbits of the particles in the spiral arm induced by the encounter (
see Pfalzner (2003)) - these particles either go on elliptical orbits or become unbound. So it
is either particles still on their way out of the disc that become unbound later, or particles
on elliptical orbits which cross the radius of 100AU which then are only considered for the
angular momentum change at certain time intervals. In a viscous disc, these orbits would
be recirculized after some time.
Returning to the other cases, we see that the behaviour of the parabolic and less hy-
perbolic case are very similar.The real difference occurs for the elliptical cases - here the
ellipticity ǫ strongly influences the development as expected. Comparing Fig. 6a) and b)
it can be seen that in the case ǫ=0.3, renewed loss of angular momentum occurs whenever
the secondary is at the point of closest approach. In the ǫ=0.1 case, the link of the angular
momentum loss to the periastron is much less distinct. Here the angular momentum loss
seem to be initially much stronger and perhaps more linked to local effects like interaction
with tidal tails. After a relatively short time the angular momentum decreases only very
slowly.
There are strong indications in the simulations that for long times the angular momen-
tum loss with the secondary on an elliptical orbit tends to the same value for all ellipticities,
provided the periastron is the same. For larger ellipticity it just takes longer until it reaches
this maximum transferable angular momentum. Unfortunately we cannot prove this point
yet, because the system becomes numerically unstable after about 10 000yrs. (Elliptical
orbits need higher order integrators to remain stable, but applying this to all simulation
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particles would increase the simulation time considerably.) However, it is quite likely that a
similar dependence for the angular momentum transport like that sketched in Fig.7 would
also be found in this case.
The mass and periastron of the secondary determines how far inside the disc the change
of the angular momentum is felt, whereas the velocity determines how much of the maximum
possible angular momentum loss can actually be achieved within the interaction time. The
parameter space for angular momentum transport in such encounters could therefore be
reduced to two values for each periastron and mass of the secondary - one for the elliptical
case and one for the parabolic case. All hyperbolic encounters can be regarded as to short
to fully extract the maximum possible angular momentum.
3.5. Repeated encounters
It is often argued that a second (or consecutive) encounter(s) would not lead to any
significant additional momentum transport because the outer edge of the disc is truncated
by the first encounter - the part that is mainly involved in the interaction. By contrast, the
present simulations show that a second encounter can indeed lead to a significant angular
momentum transport( - Fig. 8). Here, the disc after the encounter is exposed to an identical
encounter at t = 2000yrs. The absolute angular momentum loss is somewhat less than
before leading to a total angular momentum loss of 1.4 times that of the single encounter.
However, the relative angular momentum loss in this case is even higher than in the first
encounter (32 percent vs. 27 per cent in the first encounter). This result suggests multiple
distant encounters should be reconsidered as candidate scenarios for significant loss of angular
momentum in the disc.
4. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper the angular momentum loss in the central regions of an accretion disc
induced by encounters was investigated. A detailed study of the dependence on the specific
interaction parameters was performed by simulating over 60 different encounter situations.
Good agreement was found with analytical calculations (Ostriker(1994)) for distant parabolic
encounters (rperi > 4rd). However, for close encounters (rperi > 2rd) significant deviations
are found. In this regime the analytical calculations overestimate the angular momentum
loss by up to a factor 3.
Comparing hyperbolic, parabolic and elliptical systems, it was found that the mass
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and periastron of the secondary determine the location of the angular momentum transfer
within the disc. In hyperbolic encounters, the velocity has no influence on the location,
but instead determines the interaction time and therefore the percentage of the maximum
angular momentum loss that is actually incurred during the encounter. There are strong
indications that the angular momentum loss is actually the same for different elliptical orbits
with the same periastron, it just takes much longer for systems with highly elliptical orbits
to reach this state.
Generally, the angular momentum loss in the inner regions (which is the most relevant
to the angular momentum problem) is underestimated if the entire disc is included in the
calculation. The relative difference is most significant for distant encounters, where up to a
factor of 15 at a periastron of 450 AU was found.
This implies that a succession of distant encounters might well be able to transport
a higher amount of angular momentum outwards than previously thought. This result is
supported by the finding that successive encounters can achieve the same (if not more)
relative angular momentum loss than in the first encounter.
To answer this question quantitatively, one would need the probability for repeated
encounters in clusters of high stellar density (typically 104 stars pc−3) which to our knowledge
has not been investigated so far. However, Bonnell et al. (2001) and Scally & Clarke (2001)
found that 5 to 10 per cent of stars in such an environment undergo a single encounter of
100 AU and closer within the first 2-3 Myr. For longer time scales (> 107 yr) their results
differ: Scally & Clarke (2001) find under 30 per cent of stars undergo such close collisions,
whereas Bonnell et al. (2001) conclude that nearly all stars have experienced such a close
encounter. Whichever scenario is right, close encounters are clearly not a rare event in such
environments. Bearing in mind, that distant encounters will be more likely, possible loss of
angular momentum may therefore be significant.
For close encounters nearly 50 per cent of the angular momentum can be removed from
within the original disc radius. Although the transport of angular momentum might not be
predominantly due to encounters, they may nevertheless play an important part.
Finally, it was demonstrated that for close encounters, the area affected by angular
momentum loss can reach far inside the disc (for the non-penetrating encounters considered
here down to 20 AU). The actual increase in angular momentum near the center occurs
where the disc density has increased most in the encounter. Here, the density gradient is
increased and the effectiveness of viscous transport later on in the time evolution should be
considerably enhanced.
In summary, encounters appear to have a two-fold effect on angular momentum: They
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lead to a considerable angular momentum transport themselves even more so when a bound
system is produced, and they probably increase the efficiency of viscous angular momentum
transport near the disc center.
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Fig. 1.— Change of the angular momentum a) per particle and b) in total as a function of
the radial distance from the primary star.
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Fig. 2.— Radial dependence of the angular momentum per particles initially(dotted line)
and after an encounter with different velocities of the secondary star, but with the same
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Fig. 3.— Angular momentum a) within the original disc size of 100 AU and b) of all particles
bound to the primary star as a function of time.
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periastron distance.
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Fig. 8.— Temporal evolution of the angular momentum after a first encounter at approxi-
mately 150yrs and a second encounter with the same interaction parameters occurring after
2000 years. In both cases the secondary star has 1 solar mass, the velocity is 1.6AU/yr and
the periastron 150AU. The dotted line indicates the angular momentum in the entire disc,
whereas the solid line shows that within the original disc radius of 100AU.
